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The effect of a magnetic field on the photoconductivity of a tetracene film is investigated. Compari
son of the results with the published data on the effect of a magnetic field on the fluorescence of 
tetracene shows that the effect of the field on the photocurrent is due to at least two different proc
esses. One of these processes is connected with the "sensitivity" of fluorescence to the magnetic 
field, and the other is apparently connected with the participation of Wannier-type excitons in the 
generation of current carriers. With decreasing temperature, the contribution of the first process 
to the variation of the photocurrent in a magnetic field decreases, whereas the contribution of the 
second process increases. 

SEVERAL papers[ 1- 31 were dedicated to the investiga
tion of the effect of a magnetic field on the photoconduc
tivity of tetracene, where the variations of the magnitude 
of the photocurrent were several per cent in fields of 
H - 2 kG. It was shown[ 21 that this effect was connected 
with the influence of the magnetic field on the process of 
carrier photogeneration. At present, however, the na
ture of this influence has not yet been completely clari
fied. It is known that the photogeneration of carriers in 
tetracene is through excitons. [ 41 Therefore the influ
ence of a magnetic field on the rate of arbitrary proc
esses in which excitons take part may, in principle, ex
plain the changes in the photocurrent. Shortly after the 
influence of a magnetic field on the photoconductivity of 
several concentrated aromatic substances[ 11 was de
tected, an assumption was put forward[ 51 that this ef
fect is connected with the participation of Wanner-type 
excitons in the generation of the carriers. The lifetimes 
of these excitons was found to change in a magnetic 
field. Lately, in investigations of the influence of a 
magnetic field on the luminescence of molecular crys
tals, [ 6 - 91 it became necessary to consider other proc
esses "sensitive" to the magnetic field. One of these 
processes may be the formation of a singlet exciton 
during the annihilation of two triplet excitons, [ 61 i.e., 
the inverse process of the decay of a singlet exciton 
into two triplet excitons. [ 8 1 

In the present paper, on the basis of temperature 
and kinetic investigations of the effect of a magnetic 
field on the photoconductivity of tetracene, we discuss 
the role of different excited states in the process of 
carrier formation and in the "sensitivity" of the photo
current to a magnetic field. 

EXPERIMENT 

The photoconductivity was measured on tetracene 
films 2-5 IJ. thick. The films were placed between two 
aluminum electrodes. The preparation of the speci
mens was described in an earlier paper.[ 101 Brand 
KhCh (chemically pure) tetracene w::ts twice recrystal
lized in xylene and sublimated in vacuum. The irradia-

tion of the specimens was made by monochromatic light 
in the wavelength range 3 80 < A.< 600 nm. The light 
was passed through the semi-transparent positive elec
trode. The light intensity was 1011 -10 14 photons/cm2 

X sec. The photocurrent was measured in a vacuum of 
10-4 Torr. The specimen was placed in a specially con
structed cell so that its temperature could be raised 
from 90 oK to 310 "K. In this temperature range the lux
ampere characteristics were linear; the dependence of 
the steady-state photocurrent on temperature showed 
an exponential character. The calculated activation en
ergy of the photocurrent per kT was found to be 0.09-
0.02 eV and within these limits was independent of the 
wavelength of the exciting radiation. A magnetic field 
up to 2 kG was set up by a direct-current electromag
net. 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows different types of observed time de
pendences of the change t.I(t) of the steady-state pho
tocurrent I on the applied magnetic field. It is neces
sary to stress that when the light intensity was in
creased from L by an amount t.L ( t.L/L ~ 10 - 2), the 
photoresponse curve always had the form of curve 3. 
The appearance of a current "spikes" in the t.I(t) 
curve of type 1 is not caused by an electric pulse in
duced when the current in the magnet is switched on and 
is independent of the mutual orientation of H and I. The 
relative magnitude of the "spike" ( t.I0 - t.Ist) / t.Ist, 
where t.I0 and t.Ist are the maximum and steady-state 
variations of photocurrent, respectively, decreased 
with increasing L or with increasing voltage V applied 

FIG. I. Different time dependences 
of the change in the steady-state 
photocurrent induced by the applica
tion of a magnetic field H = I kG. V 
= 20 volts. Curve 1-T = 207°K, curve 
2--T = 275°K, curve 3--T = 290°K. 
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FIG. 2. The dependence of the relative change of the photocurrent 
in a magnetic field on the magnetic field strength for two specimens. 
Dashed line-i'>L/L = f(H) taken from (9 ], in relative units. 

to the electrodes. In the case when ~I(t) followed curve 
3, the magnitude of ~Ist/I was independent of L (L 
changed by three orders of magnitude) and of V. 

Two of the most outstanding results of the ~I/I = f(H) 
dependences obtained from two different specimens are 
shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. At high temperatures (T 
= 290°K), when the ~I/1 = f(H) dependence was "satu
rated" at H ~ 2 kG, ~I(t) had the form of curve 3 of 
Fig. 1. The appearance of the "rapidly saturating" re
gion of ~I /I = f(H) was accompanied by the formation 
of "spikes" in the ~I (t) dependence. 

Figures 3 and 4 represent the dependence ~I/I 
(H Rl 2 kG) on temperature and on the wavelength of 
light at T = 210 o K. The points on the curves corre
spond to the steady-state values of ~L 

DISCUSSION 

1. The Processes of "Magnetosensitivity" of the 
Photocurrent 

The interpretation of the effect of a magnetic field 
on the photocurrent, presuming that Wannier-type exci
tons (II) take part in the generation of the photocurrent, 
is based on the fact that mixing of the wavefunctions of 
the triplet and singlet states takes place in a magnetic 
field. This causes a change in the effective lifetime of 
the exciton.£ 51 Since an optical transition from the 
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the change of the photocurrent 
in a magnetic field. 

FIG. 4. Dependence of the relative change of photocurrent in a mag
netic field H = 2 kG on the wavelength of the light exciting the photo
current. 

ground state S0 to II is hardly possible, it was as
sumed£ 51 that II are formed as a result of conversion 
of the excitation from a singlet excited state into a 
singlet Wannier-type exciton (11 1). With this scheme of 
II formation, the magnetic field causes a decrease in the 
density of the singlet part of II and, in the case of the 
existence of a reverse transition II 1 - S1 it can only 
decrease the population of S1 and cause a decrease of 
fluorescence (S1 - So} in a magnetic field. 

The detection of an increase in intensity of fluores
cence of tetracene in a magnetic field£ 71 necessitated 
the search for another process with the participation of 
a fluorescent state (S~) "sensitive" to the magnetic 
field. Such a process, as suggested by Geacintov and 
Pope,£ 81 is the decay of S~ into two triplets excitons 
(T). Investigations[ 8 ' 91 of the temperature. dependence 
of the change ~L of the fluorescence (L) in a magnetic 
field (~L/L decreases and L increases with decreas
ing temperature) led to the conclusion that the process 
S~- T + T needs activation energy and apparently fol
lows the scheme 

V(H} 
St' :+±(2T):+± T + T, (1) 

where 2T is a state preceding the decay of S~ to T and 
y (H) is a constant of the reaction rate and depends on 
the magnetic field. 

How is this process ·connected with the "sensitivity" 
of the photocurrent to the magnetic field? The answer 
to this question can be obtained if a comparison of 
~L/L = f(H) and ~1/I = f(H) is made. The ~L/L 
= f(H) dependence taken from [ 91 is represented by the 
dashed line in Fig. 2. It is known that the shape of this 
curve is independent of temperature (290-210 o K)£7 1 and 
apparently is the same for tetracene polycrystalline 
films[ 71 and single crystals. [ 91 

The comparison of ~1/1 = f(H) and ~L/L = f(H) 
shown in Fig. 2 and the examination of the kinetics of 
photocurrent changes upon application of a magnetic 
field give rise to the following conclusions. 

a) The ~I/I = f(H) dependence does not coincide, 
generally speaking, with the ~L/L dependence; only at 
high temperatures (T ~ 290 o K) are ~I/1 and ~L/L 
similar in shape. In the general case the observed de
pendence on the field can be represented as the result 
of a superposition of two dependences, one of which has 
the form ~L/L = f(H) and is "saturated" in fields H 
~ 2 kG, and the other is similar to ~I/I = f(H) at 
T < 210°K (Fig. 2) and saturates in fields HRl 0.4 kG. 
From this conclusion it follows that there exist essen
tially, at least two processes contributing to the crea
tion of magnetic sensitivity of the photocurrent. Proc
ess I is the very process which causes the changes in 
fluorescence in a magnetic field. This process, as far as 
as we know, follows the mechanism of Geacintov and 
Pope scheme [scheme (1)]. Process II is connected with 
the "magnetosensitivity" of fluorescence. 

b) With decreasing temperature, the contribution of 
process I to the change in photocurrent in a magnetic 
field decreases and practically vanishes at T:::;: 200 °K. 
The contribution of process II increases. The dotted 
line in Fig. 3 shows the course of ~I/I determined by 
process I. Its temperature dependence coincides with 
dependence. [ 81 
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c) The presence of process II is accompanied by the 
appearance of "oscillations" on the lll(t) curve. The 
shape of the lll(t) curve due to process I has the ap
pearance of curve 3 (Fig. 1), coinciding in shape with 
the curve of photoresponse for increasing light inten
sity. The differences in shape in the lll(t) curves due 
to the influence of either process I or process II prove 
the differences in the mechanism of generation of cur
rent carriers. 

2. Excited states in Process I 

Investigations of the basic spectral dependences of I 
and Ill /I (H ~ 8 kG) at T = 290 o K under the same ex
perimental conditions have previously shownc llJ that 
the photogeneration (400 < A < 540 nm) of carriers in 
tetracene essentially takes place on the electrode (or in 
layers close to the electrode) and that the magnetosen
sitive excitons, which may be presumed to be of the 
Wannier-type, possess the following properties: a) they 
cause the generation of holes by decaying on the elec
trode and b) they create "non-magnetosensitive" exci
tons having a longer diffusion path. 

The foregoing division of the mechanisms of magne
tosensitivity of the photocurrent allows us to attribute 
these properties to fluorescent states whose concentra
tion changes in a magnetic field, i.e., S~ in scheme (1). 
In this case it follows from property (b) that s; are 
formed from the other non-magnetosensitive excitons. 
This conclusion was confirmed by the study of the lumi
nescence of tetracene (T ~ 290°K)[l2- 141 which shows 
that the fluorescence maximum is shifted (by approxi
mately 103 em - 1) towards the red side of the relatively 
long-wavelength peak in the absorption spectrum. The 
intensity distribution in the spectra is such that the dis
tance between vibrational sub-levels in the excited 
states is larger than in the ground state. 

Apparently, excitons of one type (S1) are first cre
ated under the action of light in tetracene. Their radia
tion lifetime is large in comparison with the transition 
time needed for transformation into the s; -type exci
ton (or localized excitation) that is responsible for the 
fluorescence. 

The larger diffusion length of S1 compared with s: 
(property (b)], under the condition that the carriers are 
created with the help of both S1 and S{, explains the 
small magnetic effect on the photocurre~t (lll/I ~ 2 -6%) 
compared with the effect on fluorescence (llL/L ~ 15-
40%). 

3. Excited States in Process II 

From Fig. 4 it is apparent that the magnetic effect 
at 210 o K, which is governed, as was shown previously, 
by the "magnetosensitive" process II, is independent of 
the energy of light quanta in the interval 2.4-3.1 eV. 
Since the activation energy of the photocurrent is llE 
:S 0.1 e V, the excited states connected with process II 
have an energy E :S 2.5 eV. In agreement with c4 l, 
the energy needed for the formation of free charges in 
tetracene is E ~ 3.1 e V. Therefore these states take 
part in the formation of current carriers by interacting 
with impurity molecules or with the electrode. 

The appearance of "spikes" in curve lll(t) during 
the action of process II demonstrates apparently its 

connection with volume creation of carriers. In this 
case the generation of carriers by ionization of impurity 
molecules cause the accumulation of space charge that 
reduces the photocurrent. The time necessary to set up 
a steady-state current is defined by the Maxwell relax
ation time, which depends on L and V. 

The "magnetosensitive" states connected with proc
ess II may appa :-ently be the Wannier-type excitons 
generated from singlet excitons S1 or "hydrogen -like" 
states (a trapped electron (M-) and a hole (p) weakly 
bound to it), produced upon interaction of S1 and(or) S{ 
excitons with the impurity. The effective lifetimes of 
such states change in a magnetic field, owing to the mix
ing of the wave-functions of the triplet and singlet 
states. c SJ 

To summarize, it is possible to propose the follow
ing picture of the excited states in tetracene (Fig. 5). 
Absorption of light produces excitons in the lower ex
cited singlet state S1 (2.4 eVC 4l). The radiative life
time of S1 is large compared with the time of transition 
into the state S{, which is responsible for the "magne
tosensitivity" of fluorescence, or into the "hydrogen
like" singlet state Il1 (Wannier-type exciton or the sys
tem of a trapped electron bound to a hole). The energy 
of the a and S{ states is less than 2. 5 e V; the diffusion 
length of sl is greater than that of s;; the symbol...f
means that the process has low probability. The genera
tion of carriers p takes place on the electrode with par
ticipation mainly of excitons S1 and S2, and in the vol
ume with the participation of the states II. The change 
in concentration of s; in a magnetic field, which is 
connected( BJ with the magnetic -field dependence of the 
rate of decay of S~ into two triplet excitons (T), give 
rise to one type of magnetosensitivity of the photocur
rent (process I). The change in the effective lifetime of 
the II states in a magnetic field leads to process II. 

FIG. 5. Scheme of excited 
states. Explanation in text. 
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